SECOND LEVEL.

The ground above this level has, with the exception of a few thousand tons of Silica ore, all been taken, and no work is now being done on this elevation.

Timber and supplies are taken in on this level and dropped down to the contracts at work below.

THIRD LEVEL.

Eleven contracts are at work slicing and caving in the central ore body between the second and third levels, and this territory is gradually being worked down. Most of the product is of North Lake grade, but a considerable tonnage of Silica ore must be taken at times in order to win the higher grade ore.

The formation stands on end here, and the ground becomes quite heavy, permitting great masses to fall. We provide ample covering for protection, and of course, the mat gets thicker as we progress downward.

A rock drift was driven on this level to hole to a raise coming up in the ore from the fourth level to permit the traming of the product without transferring.

FOURTH LEVEL.

The development of the ore body above this level reported as being under way at the close of last year, has proceeded during the past twelve months, and an unusual situation has developed, inasmuch as we have followed the ore body upwards to a point 600 feet above the fourth level, or opposite the second sub in Section 6 shaft. This ore lens has been connected with the openings on the main third level and on the third or 1155 ft. sub in Section 6 shaft.

This body of ore will necessarily have to be worked down from above as soon as its limits have been determined.

Four gangs of miners have been at work in the ore above this level all the year. The product is high in phosphorous, and is all of
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